
Exam lesson one/ Sadra school 
Your name:………………………..      date: 5/9/98      time: 75 min. 

A complete the sentences with given words. There is one extra word. 
put out  save  heard  injured  plain  cut down  hurt 

1. Last night we -------------------- a terrible noise.

2. Firefighters always -------------------- the fire well and fast.

3. Don’t -------------------- the trees, you destroy the nature.

4. I -------------------- my hand when I was playing volleyball yesterday.

5. They always -------------------- animals from danger.

6. There are lots of beautiful zebras living in this --------------------.

3 

B One odd out. 
1. plain  zoo  forest  mountain 2. fish  whale  leopard  dolphin

3. tree  Yazd  Persian  Milad 4. die out  live  kill  hunt

1 

C Write the correct synonyms. There is one extra word. 
human  Earth  a few  forest  future 

1. A small number of things or people  --------------------

2. A person  --------------------

3. The time after now  --------------------

4. The planet that we live on  --------------------

2 

D Choose the best answer. 
1. He drove so fast that I really felt my life was in ---------------.

a. attention  b. future  c. forest  d. danger 

2. people need more places for living when their number ---------------.

a. increases  b. injures  c. hunts  d. hurts 

3. we don’t have enough money to go to the cinema, so we went to the park -----------.

a. recently  b. instead  c. exactly  d. anymore 

4. they don’t let anyone --------------- in national park.

a. increase  b. hunt  c. protect  d. save 

2 

E Unscramble the sentences. 
1. car / to / my / am / tomorrow / I / wash / going / .

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2. stay / will / in a hotel / We / near / the / sea / .

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2 

F Choose the best answer. 

1. How will Tom -------- in that small village?

a. to live b. live c. lived d. lives

2. In the past, my father -------- care of animals in the zoo. He -------- a zookeeper.

a. takes/is b. took/was c. takes/was d. took/is

3. A: Did you call Mom?  B: no, I forgot. I -------- her now. 

a. am going to call b. called c. will call d. call

4. A: why do you clean your house? B: because I -------- have a birthday party tomorrow.

a. am going to have b. had c. will have d. has

2 
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G In each sentence, find nouns, then put them in the correct column. 
1. The weather is beautiful in spring.

2. Nasim read a book on the bus.

3. I saw two birds in the zoo.

4. She feels pain in her leg.

person animal thing place idea 

4.5 

H Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words in parentheses. 

1. Big ---------------- (city) are always dirty.

2. There was a ---------------- (woman) in the car with two --------------- (man).

3. These ---------------- (knife) don’t cut very well.

4. I saw five ---------------- (child) playing in the park.

2.5 

I Read the text, then answer the questions. 

Snow leopards are big cats. They are endangered animals. This means that they are in 

danger of dying out. They live in the mountains of central Asia. Their mountain homes 

are very cold. Some of the countries where they live are Mongolia, China, and India. 

Snow leopards are not often seen by people. That makes it hard to know exactly how 

many of them are left. About 600 of them live in zoos around the world. It is thought 

that there are less than 6000 of them still living in the forests, but there may be only 

half that many. Adult snow leopards weigh between 28 and 55 kilograms. They are about 

two feet tall and six to seven and a half feet long. 

1. Endangered snow leopards don’t live in -------------.

a. plains  b. zoos  c. India  d. China 

2. There are ------------- snow leopards in the world.

a. 6600  b. less than 6600  c. 600  d. half 6000 

3. we know exactly the number of snow leopards.  T      F  

4. We can find a lot of snow leopards alive in the world.  T      F  

1 

☺ودت و من نمره بده!ه خب

دی؟........چه نمره ای می 20اگه بخوای از اول ماه مهر تا االن به خودت نمره بدی، از 

........به من چه نمره ای میدی؟

 چند خط بنویس:م تو دلیلش رو لطفا برا

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................
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Exam lesson one/ Sadra school 
Your name:………………………..      date: 5/9/98      time: 75 min. 

A complete the sentences with given words. There is one extra word. 
put out  save  heard  injured  plain  cut down  hurt 

1. Last night we heard a terrible noise.

2. Firefighters always put out the fire well and fast.

3. Don’t cut down the trees, you destroy the nature.

4. I hurt my hand when I was playing volleyball yesterday.

5. They always save animals from danger.

6. There are lots of beautiful zebras living in this plain.

3 

B One odd out. 
1. plain  zoo  forest  mountain 2. fish  whale  leopard  dolphin

3. tree  Yazd  Persian  Milad 4. die out  live  kill  hunt

1 

C Write the correct synonyms. There is one extra word. 
human  Earth  a few  forest  future 

1. A small number of things or people  a few

2. A person  human

3. The time after now  future

4. The planet that we live on  Earth

2 

D Choose the best answer. 
1. He drove so fast that I really felt my life was in ---------------.

a. attention  b. future  c. forest  d. danger 

2. people need more places for living when their number ---------------.

a. increases  b. injures  c. hunts  d. hurts 

3. we don’t have enough money to go to the cinema, so we went to the park -----------.

a. recently  b. instead  c. exactly  d. anymore 

4. they don’t let anyone --------------- in national park.

a. increase  b. hunt  c. protect  d. save 

2 

E Unscramble the sentences. 
1. car / to / my / am / tomorrow / I / wash / going / .

I am going to wash my car tomorrow. 

2. stay / will / in a hotel / We / near / the / sea / .

we will stay in a hotel near the sea. 

2 

F Choose the best answer. 

1. How will Tom -------- in that small village?

a. to live b. live c. lived d. lives

2. In the past, my father -------- care of animals in the zoo. He -------- a zookeeper.

a. takes/is b. took/was c. takes/was d. took/is

3. A: Did you call Mom?  B: no, I forgot. I -------- her now. 

a. am going to call b. called c. will call d. call

4. A: why do you clean your house? B: because I -------- have a birthday party tomorrow.

a. am going to have b. had c. will have d. has

2 
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G In each sentence, find nouns, then put them in the correct column. 
1. The weather is beautiful in spring.       

2. Nasim read a book on the bus. 

3. I saw two birds in the zoo. 

4. She feels pain in her leg. 

person animal thing place idea 

Nasim 

 

birds Bus 

Book 

leg 

zoo Pain 

Weather 

spring 

 

4.5 

H Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words in parentheses. 

1. Big cities (city) are always dirty. 

2. There was a woman (woman) in the car with two men (man). 

3. These knives (knife) don’t cut very well. 

4. I saw five children (child) playing in the park. 

2.5 

I Read the text, then answer the questions. 
 

Snow leopards are big cats. They are endangered animals. This means that they are in 

danger of dying out. They live in the mountains of central Asia. Their mountain homes 

are very cold. Some of the countries where they live are Mongolia, China, and India. 

Snow leopards are not often seen by people. That makes it hard to know exactly how 

many of them are left. About 600 of them live in zoos around the world. It is thought 

that there are less than 6000 of them still living in the forests, but there may be only 

half that many. Adult snow leopards weigh between 28 and 55 kilograms. They are about 

two feet tall and six to seven and a half feet long. 

 

1. Endangered snow leopards don’t live in -------------. 

a. plains  b. zoos  c. India  d. China  

2. There are ------------- snow leopards in the world. 

a. 6600  b. less than 6600  c. 600  d. half 6000  

3. we know exactly the number of snow leopards.  T      F  

4. We can find a lot of snow leopards alive in the world.  T      F  
 

1 

 

 ☺ودت و من نمره بده!ه خب

 دی؟........چه نمره ای می 20اگه بخوای از اول ماه مهر تا االن به خودت نمره بدی، از 

 ........به من چه نمره ای میدی؟

 چند خط بنویس:م تو دلیلش رو لطفا برا
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